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Abstract— A Robot is a reprogrammable, multifunctional 

manipulator designed to move material, parts, tools and 
specialised devices through variable programmed motion for 

variety of task. Robotics deals with the design, construction, 

operation, and use of robots, as well as computer systems 

for their control, sensory feedback, and information 

processing. The goods loading vehicle is used for loading 

and Unloading of goods by using lead screw mechanism, 

Lift and Rail carriage mechanism by inducing a set of 

instructions which will be given to the Robot. Earlier, this 

process used to be carried out Manually but by using this 

vehicle, process is done easily. We have built a prototype of 

goods loading vehicle by inducing set of instructions to it. 

We can control it by giving instructions through phone by 
connecting it to Bluetooth. 

Keywords: Lift and Rail Carriage Mechanism, Goods 

Loading Vehicle, Robots 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Robotics is a branch of engineering and science that 

includes electronics engineering, mechanical engineering 

and computer science and so on. This branch deals with the 
design, construction, use to control robots, sensory feedback 

and information processing. These are some technologies 

which will replace humans and human activities in coming 

years. These robots are designed to be used for any purpose 

but these are using in sensitive environments like bomb 

detection, deactivation of various bombs etc. Robots can 

take any form but many of them have given the human 

appearance. The robots which have taken the form of human 

appearance may likely to have the walk like humans, 

speech, cognition and most importantly all the things a 

human can do. Most of the robots of today are inspired by 

nature and are known as bio-inspired robots.  Robotics is 
that branch of engineering that deals with conception, 

design, operation, and manufacturing of robots. There was 

an author named Isaac Asimov, he said that he was the first 

person to give robotics name in a short story composed in 

1940’s. In that story, Isaac suggested three principles about 

how to guide these types of robotic machines.  

Later on, these three principals were given the 

name of Isaac’s three laws of Robotics. These three laws 

state that: 

 Robots will never harm human beings. 

 Robots will follow instructions given by humans with 
breaking law one. 

 Robots will protect themselves without breaking other 

rules. 

A. Characteristics: 

There are some characteristics of robots given below: 

 Appearance: Robots have a physical body. They are 

held by the structure of their body and are moved by 

their mechanical parts. Without appearance, robots will 

be just a software program. 

 Brain: Another name of brain in robots is On-board 

control unit. Using this robot receive information and 

sends commands as output. With this control unit robot 

knows what to do else it’ll be just a remote-controlled 

machine. 

 Sensors: The use of these sensors in robots is to gather 

info from the outside world and send it to Brain. 

Basically, these sensors have circuits in them that 

produces the voltage in them. 

 Actuators: The robots move and the parts with the help 

of these robot’s move is called Actuators. Some 
examples of actuators are motors, pumps, and 

compressor etc. The brain tells these actuators when 

and how to respond or move. 

 Program: Robots only works or responds to the 

instructions which are provided to them in the form of a 

program. These programs only tell the brain when to 

perform which operation like when to move, produce 

sounds etc. These programs only tell the robot how to 

use sensors data to make decisions. 

 Behaviour: Robots behaviour is decided by the program 

which has been built for it. Once the robot starts making 
the movement, one can easily tell which kind of 

program is being installed inside the robot. 

B. Types of Robots: 

These are some types of robots given below: 

 Articulated: The feature of this robot is its rotary joints 

and range of these are from 2 to 10 or more joints. The 
arm is connected to the rotary joint and each joint is 

known as the axis which provides a range of 

movements. 

 Cartesian: These are also known as gantry robots. These 

have three joints which use the Cartesian coordinate 

system i.e. x, y, z. These robots are provided with 

attached wrists to provide rotatory motion. 

 Cylindrical: These types of robots have at least one 

rotatory joint and one prismatic joint which are used to 

connect the links. The use of rotatory joints is to rotate 

along the axis and prismatic joint used to provide linear 
motion. 

 Polar: These are also known as spherical robots. The 

arm is connected to base with a twisting joint and have 

a combination of 2 rotatory joint and one linear joint. 

 Scara: These robots are mainly used in assembly 

applications. Its arm is in cylindrical in design. It has 

two parallel joints which are used to provide 

compliance in one selected plane. 

 Delta: The structure of these robots is like spider-

shaped. They are built by joint parallelograms that are 

connected to the common base. The parallelogram 
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moves in a dome-shaped work area. These are mainly 

used in food and electrical industries [7]. 

C. Brief history 

1) Origins of "robot" and "robotics”:  

The word "robot" conjures up a variety of images, from 

R2D2 and C3PO of Star Wars fame; to human-like 

machines that exist to serve their creators (perhaps in the 

form of the cooking and cleaning Rosie in the 

popular cartoon series the Jetsons); to the Rover Sojourner, 
which explored the Martian landscape as part of the Mars 

Pathfinder mission.  Some people may alternatively perceive 

robots as dangerous technological ventures that will 

someday lead to the demise of the human race, either by 

outsmarting or outmuscling us and taking over the world, or 

by turning us into completely technology-dependent beings 

who passively sit by and program robots to do all of our 

work.  In fact, the first use of the word "robot" occurred in a 

play about mechanical men that are built to work on factory 

assembly lines and that rebel against their human 

masters.  These machines in R.U.R. (Rossum's Universal 
Robots), written by Czech playwright Karl Capek in 1921, 

got their name from the Czechwordforslave. 

The word "robotics" was also coined by a writer.  Russian-

born American science-fiction writer Isaac Asimov first 

used the word in 1942 in his short story 

"Runabout."  Asimov had a much brighter and more 

optimistic opinion of the robot's role in human society than 

did Capek.  He generally characterized the robots in his 

short stories as helpful servants of man and viewed robots as 

"a better, cleaner race."  Asimov also proposed three "Laws 

of Robotics" that his robots, as well as sci-fi robotic 

characters of many other stories, followed: 
2) Definitions of "robot" 

So, what exactly is a robot?  This actually turns out to be a 

rather difficult question.  Several definitions exist, including 

the following: 

"A reprogrammable, multifunctional manipulator 

designed to move material, parts, tools, or specialized 

devices through various programmed motions for the 

performance of a variety of task" said by Robot Institute of 

America, 1979. 

"An automatic device that performs functions 

normally ascribed to humans or a machine in the form of a 
human" said by Webster's Dictionary. “a reprogrammable 

manipulator device" said by British Department of Industry. 

"Robotics is that field concerned with the intelligent 

connection of perception to action" said by Mike Brady 

3) Early Conceptions of Robots 

One of the first instances of a mechanical device built to 

regularly carry out a particular physical task occurred 

around 3000 B.C.:  Egyptian water clocks used human 

figurines to strike the hour bells.  In 400 B.C., Archytus of 

Taremtum, inventor of the pulley and the screw, also 

invented a wooden pigeon that could fly.  Hydraulically-

operated statues that could speak, gesture, and prophecy 
were commonly constructed in Hellenic Egypt during the 

second century B.C. 

In the first century A.D., Petronius Arbiter made a doll that 

could move like a human being.  Giovanni Torriani created 

a wooden robot that could fetch the Emperor's daily bread 

from the store in 1557.  Robotic inventions reached a 

relative peak (before the 20th century) in the 1700s; 

countless ingenius, yet impractical, automata (i.e. robots) 
were created during this time period.  The 19th century was 

also filled with new robotic creations, such as a talking doll 

by Edison and a steam-powered robot by 

Canadians.  Although these inventions throughout history 

may have planted the first seeds of inspiration for the 

modern robot, the scientific progress made in the 20th 

century in the field of robotics surpass previous 

advancements a thousand-fold. 

4) The first modern robots: 

The earliest robots as we know them were created in the 

early 1950s by George C. Devol, an inventor from 

Louisville, Kentucky.  He invented and patented a 
reprogrammable manipulator called "Unimate," from 

"Universal Automation."  For the next decade, he attempted 

to sell his product in the industry, but did not succeed.  In 

the late 1960s, businessman/engineer Joseph Engleberger 

acquired Devol's robot patent and was able to modify it into 

an industrial robot and form a company called Unimation to 

produce and market the robots.  For his efforts and 

successes, Engleberger is known in the industry as "the 

Father of Robotics." Academia also made much progress in 

the creation new robots.  In 1958 at the Stanford Research 

Institute, Charles Rosen led a research team in developing a 
robot called "Shakey."  Shakey was far more advanced than 

the original Unimate, which was designed for specialized, 

industrial applications.  Shakey could wheel around the 

room, observe the scene with his television "eyes," move 

across unfamiliar surroundings, and to a certain degree, 

respond to his environment.  He was given his name because 

of his wobbly and clattering movements.  

Modern robots are not unlike toddlers: It’s 

hilarious to watch them fall over, but deep down we know 

that if we laugh too hard, they might develop a complex 

and grow up to start World War III. None of humanity’s 

creations inspires such a confusing mix of awe, admiration, 
and fear: We want robots to make our lives easier and 

safer, yet we can’t quite bring ourselves to trust them. 

We’re crafting them in our own image, yet we are terrified 

they’ll supplant us. 

But that hesitation is no obstacle to the booming 

field of robotics. Robots have finally grown smart enough 

and physically capable enough to make their way out of 

factories and labs to walk and roll and even leap among us. 

The machines have arrived. 

You may be worried a robot is going to steal your 

job, and we get that. This is capitalism, after all, and 
automation is inevitable. But you may be more likely to 

work alongside a robot in the near future than have one 

replace you. And even better news: You’re more likely to 

make friends with a robot than have one murder you. 

Hooray for the future! 

R.U.R. would establish the trope of the Not-to-

Be-Trusted Machine (e.g., Terminator, The Stepford 

Wives, Blade Runner, etc.) that continues to this day—

which is not to say pop culture hasn’t embraced friendlier 

robots. Think Rosie from The Jetsons. (Ornery, sure, but 

certainly not homicidal.) And it doesn’t get much family-
friendlier than Robin Williams as Bicentennial Man. 

https://www.wired.com/story/meet-salto-the-one-legged-robot-with-an-incredible-leap/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZ7HxlhVDyM
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The real-world definition of “robot” is just as 

slippery as those fictional depictions. Ask 10 roboticists 

and you’ll get 10 answers. But they do agree on 
some general guidelines: A robot is an intelligent, 

physically embodied machine. A robot can perform tasks 

autonomously. And a robot can sense and manipulate its 

environment. 

Think of a simple drone that you pilot around. 

That’s no robot. But give a drone the power to take off and 

land on its own and sense objects and suddenly it’s a lot 

more robot-ish. It’s the intelligence and sensing and 

autonomy that’s key. 

But it wasn’t until the 1960s that a company built 

something that started meeting those guidelines. That’s 

when SRI International in Silicon Valley 
developed Shakey, the first truly mobile and perceptive 

robot. This tower on wheels was well-named—awkward, 

slow, twitchy. Equipped with a camera and bump sensors, 

Shakey could navigate a complex environment. It wasn’t a 

particularly confident-looking machine, but it was the 

beginning of the robotic revolution. 

Around the time Shakey was trembling about, 

robot arms were beginning to transform manufacturing. 

The first among them was Unimate, which welded auto 

bodies. Today, its descendants rule car factories, 

performing tedious, dangerous tasks with far more 
precision and speed than any human could muster. Even 

though they’re stuck in place, they still very much fit our 

definition of a robot—they’re intelligent machines that 

sense and manipulate their environment. 

Robots, though, remained largely confined to 

factories and labs, where they either rolled about or were 

stuck in place lifting objects. Then, in the mid-1980s 

Honda started up a humanoid robotics program. It 

developed P3, which could walk pretty darn good and also 

wave and shake hands, much to the delight of a roomful of 

suits. The work would culminate in Asimo, the famed 

biped, which once tried to take out President Obama with a 
well-kicked soccer ball. (OK, perhaps it was more innocent 

than that.) 

Today, advanced robots are popping 

up everywhere. For that you can thank three technologies 

in particular: sensors, actuators, and AI. 

So, sensors. Machines that roll on sidewalks 

to deliver falafel can only navigate our world thanks in 

large part to the 2004 Darpa Grand Challenge, in which 

teams of roboticists cobbled together self-driving cars to 

race through the desert. Their secret? Lidar, which spews 

lasers to build a 3-D map of the world. The ensuing 
private-sector race to develop self-driving cars has 

dramatically driven down the price of lidar, to the point 

that engineers can create perceptive robots on the (relative) 

cheap. 

Lidar is often combined with something called 

machine vision—2-D or 3-D cameras that allow the robot 

to build an even better picture of its world. You know how 

Facebook automatically recognizes your mug and tags you 

in pictures? Same principle with robots. Fancy algorithms 

allow them to pick out certain landmarks or objects. 

Sensors are what keep robots from running us 
down. They’re why a robot mule of sorts can keep an eye 

on you, following you and schlepping your stuff around; 

machine vision also allows robots to scan cherry trees to 

determine where best to shake them , helping fill massive 
labor gaps in agriculture. 

Within each of these robots is the next secret 

ingredient: the actuator, which is a fancy word for the 

combo electric motor and gearbox that you’ll find in a 

robot’s joint. It’s this actuator that determines how strong a 

robot is and how smoothly or not smoothly it moves. 

Without actuators, robots would crumple like rag dolls. 

Even relatively simple robots like Roombas owe their 

existence to actuators. Self-driving cars, too, are loaded 

with the things. 

Actuators are great for powering massive robot 

arms on a car assembly line, but a newish field, known as 
soft robotics, is devoted to creating actuators that operate 

on a whole new level. Unlike mule robots, soft robots are 

generally squishy, and use air or oil to get themselves 

moving. So for instance, one particular kind of robot 

muscle uses electrodes to squeeze a pouch of oil, 

expanding and contracting to tug on weights. Unlike with 

bulky traditional actuators, you could stack a bunch of 

these to magnify the strength: A robot named Kengoro, for 

instance, moves with 116 actuators that tug on cables, 

allowing the machine to do unsettlingly human maneuvers 

like pushups. It’s a far more natural-looking form of 
movement than what you’d get with traditional electric 

motors housed in the joints. 

And then there’s Boston Dynamics, which created 

the Atlas humanoid robot for the Darpa Robotics 

Challenge in 2013. At first, university robotics research 

teams struggled to get the machine to tackle the basic tasks 

of the original 2013 challenge and the finals round in 2015, 

like turning valves and opening doors. But Boston 

Dynamics has since that time turned Atlas into a marvel 

that can do backflips, far outpacing other bipeds that still 

have a hard time walking. (Unlike the Terminator, though, 

it does not pack heat.) Boston Dynamics is also working 
on a quadruped robot called SpotMini, which can recover 

in unsettling fashion when humans kick or tug on it. That 

kind of stability will be key if we want to build a world 

where we don’t spend all our time helping robots out of 

jams. And it’s all thanks to the humble actuator. 

At the same time that robots like Atlas and 

SpotMini are getting more physically robust, they’re 

getting smarter, thanks to AI. Robotics seems to be 

reaching an inflection point, where processing power and 

artificial intelligence are combining to truly smarten the 

machines. And for the machines, just as in humans, the 
senses and intelligence are inseparable—if you pick up a 

fake apple and don’t realize its plastic before shoving it in 

your mouth, you’re not very smart. This is a fascinating 

frontier in robotics (replicating the sense of touch, not 

eating fake apples). A company called SynTouch, for 

instance, has developed robotic fingertips that can pick up 

a range of sensations, from temperature to coarseness. 

As sensors are getting cheaper, the superpowered 

processors required for AI are doing the same. Thanks to 

advances in gaming and VR—graphics processing units, or 

GPUs, are helping mobile robots to perform complex 
computations right onboard the machine, as opposed to in 

https://www.wired.com/story/what-is-a-robot/
https://www.sri.com/work/timeline-innovation/timeline.php?timeline=computing-digital#!&innovation=shakey-the-robot
http://www.robothalloffame.org/inductees/03inductees/unimate.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hS82TL73V3E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hS82TL73V3E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ag2vk6coBpI
https://www.wired.com/2017/04/crazy-hard-technical-challenges-robots-delivering-falafel/
https://www.wired.com/story/guide-self-driving-cars/
https://www.wired.com/story/if-you-want-a-robot-to-stop-screwing-up-hold-its-hand/
https://www.wired.com/2017/02/piaggio-gita-drone/
https://www.wired.com/story/why-robots-should-shake-the-bejeezus-out-of-cherry-trees/
https://www.wired.com/story/why-robots-should-shake-the-bejeezus-out-of-cherry-trees/
https://www.wired.com/story/robots-are-fueling-the-silent-ascendance-of-the-electric-motor/
https://www.wired.com/2015/06/stop-laughing-clumsy-humanoid-robots/
https://www.wired.com/story/a-clever-new-robotic-muscle-seriously-lifts-bro/
https://www.wired.com/story/a-freaky-humanoid-robot-that-sweats-as-it-does-push-ups/
https://www.wired.com/story/a-freaky-humanoid-robot-that-sweats-as-it-does-push-ups/
https://www.wired.com/story/atlas-robot-does-backflips-now/
https://www.wired.com/story/watch-a-human-try-to-fight-off-that-door-opening-robot-dog/
https://www.wired.com/story/2017-was-the-year-the-robots-really-truly-arrived/
https://www.wired.com/story/2017-was-the-year-the-robots-really-truly-arrived/
https://www.wired.com/story/syntouch-robot-finger/
https://www.wired.com/story/syntouch-robot-finger/
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the cloud, which means they can still operate if they lose 

their connection. This is particularly important for 

powering that machine vision, which allows a robot like 
Kuri to recognize your face. To help you, by the way, not 

hunt you or anything. 

5) The Future of Robots 

Increasingly sophisticated machines may populate our 

world, but for robots to be really useful, they’ll have to 

become more self-sufficient. After all, it would be 

impossible to program a home robot with the instructions 

for gripping each and every object it ever might encounter. 

You want it to learn on its own, which is where advances 

in artificial intelligence come in. 

Robotic engineers are designing the next 

generation of robots to look, feel and act more human, to 
make it easier for us to warm up to a cold machine. 

Realistic looking hair and skin with embedded 

sensors will allow robots to react naturally in their 

environment. For example, a robot that senses your touch on 

the shoulder and turns to greet you. 

Subtle actions by robots that typically go unnoticed 

between people, help bring them to life and can also 

relay nonverbal communication. 

Artificial eyes that move and blink. Slight chest 

movements that simulate breathing. Manmade muscles to 

change facial expressions. These are all must have attributes 
for the socially acceptable robots of the future [8]. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Cloud Robot and Automation systems can be broadly 

defined as follows: Any robot or automation system that 

relies on either data or code from a network to support its 

operation, i.e., where not all sensing, computation, and 

memory is integrated into a single standalone system. This 

definition is intended to include future systems and many 
existing systems that involve networked teleoperation or 

networked groups of mobile robots such as UAVs, or 

warehouse robots, as well as advanced assembly lines, 

processing plants, and home automation systems, and 

systems with computation performed by humans.[1] 

A. Development of a 30,000 kg heavy goods vehicle for LS-
DYNA applications 

In this paper, a finite element model of a 30,000 kg Heavy 

Goods Vehicle (HGV) was developed and validated against 

full-scale crash test data. Since this vehicle is a standard test 

vehicle in the European crash test standards, EN1317, 

development of an accurate vehicle model was deemed to be 

a positive contribution to the evaluation of roadside safety 

hardware. The vehicle model reproduces a FIAT-IVECO 

F180 truck, a vehicle with four axles and a mass of 30,000 

kg when fully loaded. The model consisted of 12,337 

elements and 11,470 nodes and was built for and is ready to 
use with LS-DYNA finite element code from Livermore 

Software Technology Corporation. Data available from two 

previously performed full-scale crash tests, one on a steel 

bridge rail and the other on a portable concrete barrier, were 

used to validate the accuracy of the HGV model. Results of 

the finite element simulation study show that the developed 

HGV model shows promise and can accurately replicate the 

behaviour of an actual HGV in a full-scale crash test. 

Improvements such as the steering mechanism in the front 

axles and the suspension system are currently underway to 
make the model more realistic.[2] 

B. Industrial solutions for loading/unloading goods on a 
full electrical freight urban robotic vehicle  

The authors present four industrial solutions for 

loading/unloading goods on a freight urban robotic vehicle, 

named FURBOT. The final design of the FURBOT vehicle 
allows the movement of two Euro Pallets 800 × 1,200 mm 

(or FURBOT boxes with similar bottom part). Following a 

sustainable and efficient mobility approach, a robotic 

handling device must be designed and positioned on-board 

of the vehicle. The handling device must realise the loading-

unloading operations on the right side of the vehicle and 

from the ground to the vehicle platform. Active suspensions 

of the FURBOT vehicle are designed to adapt the stiffness 

to the payload and by modifying the chassis height on the 

ground for travel and loading-unloading tasks.[3] 

C. The performance of multiple-load AGV systems under 
different guide path configurations and vehicle control 
strategies  

The majority of research on multiple-load Automated 

Guided Vehicle (AGV) systems has been focused on vehicle 

control problems. None of it investigates how well multiple-

load AGVs will perform under different guide path 
configurations and different vehicle control strategies (i.e. 

dispatching rules and load selection and delivery rules). This 

paper investigates the performance of multiple-load AGV 

systems in two configurations - unidirectional single loop 

(SL) and segmented bi-directional single loop (SBSL). 

Simulation experiments are conducted to study the 

performance of multiple-load AGVs in these guide path 

configurations when different combinations of dispatching 

rules and load selection and delivery rules are applied. 

Based on this study, one is able to select good control 

strategies for multiple-load AGV systems with SL guide 

paths or SBSL guide paths.[4] 

D. A preliminary study to optimise safety conditions on a 
freight urban robotic vehicle  

The paper presents a new concept architecture of light duty 

fully electric vehicle for efficient sustainable urban freight 

transport which allows the movement of two Euro Pallets 
800 × 1200 mm (or boxes with similar bottom part). Active 

suspensions of the vehicle have been designed in order to 

adapt their stiffness to the payload on board and to modify 

the chassis height during loading-unloading tasks. In this 

paper, a preliminary study to optimise safety conditions on 

goods on board of the vehicle, and on people near the 

vehicle is presented. In order to guarantee safety conditions 

for the vehicle's driver and city areas where the vehicle 

should be moved, design optimisations on the chassis have 

been developed. These optimisations have been compared 

using computational analysis. Two alternative solutions 

have been proposed and one of the presented results has 
been included on the real vehicle. The FURBOT vehicle is 

designed for urban freight transportation, and it is assumed 

to work within urban areas and streets. The maximum speed 

https://www.wired.com/story/the-genesis-of-kuri/
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of the vehicle is 40 km/h and the maximum slope is 

considered to be 11%. These considerations were very 

useful while designing the vehicle and are still a good 
starting point for analysing the possible configurations of 

the vehicle and the load. 

Browne et al. (2010) provide a review of the light 

goods vehicle (LGV) fleet and its activity, with specific 

reference to operations in urban areas, and sustainability 

issues associated with the ever-growing use of LGVs. 

Traditionally these vehicles have received little attention but 

are becoming an ever-more important element of urban 

freight transport both for goods collection and delivery and 

for the provision of a wide range of critical services. Freight 

transport is a critical issue for urban areas: the population is 

becoming more and more concentrated in cities and 
therefore the bulk of industrial production is dispatched to 

these areas. Moreover, the demand for freight transport is 

growing at a fast rate due to changes in industry logistics 

and consumer purchasing patterns [5] 

E. An electro-mobility system for freight service in urban 
areas  

The paper introduces the problem of reducing impact of 

freight service trips in urban areas and presents the main 

design objectives, requirements, and steps of a new fully 

electric vehicle able to autonomously load and unload 

palletised or boxed freights. The subject is described under a 

multidisciplinary point of view integrating the mechatronic 

design, the efficient power supply system, the intelligent 

mobility control modules, the strategy for freight delivery 

planning, through a fleet of these vehicles, based on 

economic and behavioural modelling.[6] 
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